
 

EYFS 

We’ve been doing lots of fantastic maths activities recently – many of them outdoors. 

We‘ve particularly enjoyed making different representations of numbers and working 

out many different ways to make ‘three’ using straws of two different colours. We’ve  

also been making shapes and exploring patterns. 

We’ve recently started to take on ‘Super Challenges’! Every time we complete a  

challenge, we add a sticker to our special chart. The person with the most stickers at 

the end of the week gets to choose a little prize and to take a certificate home! Our 

winners so far have been Charlotte, Alaska and Reef. Well done to those three  

especially! We’ve also had a child gain their first ‘Reading Owl’ award for reading at 

home - Dolcie was awarded her bronze award last week and there are several other 

children who are very close to achieving theirs. Well done, everybody, and thank you 

parents for all your support.  Mrs Stubbs 



 

Year 1 
 

In Year 1 we had a super afternoon completing a  

scientific investigation. We were trying to help Ted fix his umbrella! We put 

mini teddy bears inside various pots and attached different materials over 

him. To test the  

materials, we dropped water over the materials and  

observed closely to see what happened. We found out that metal (foil) 

and plastic (clingfilm) would help Ted to fix his umbrella.            Miss Smith 



 

Year 3 

 

In English, we have completed our narrative stories;  the children focused on 
themselves, to create their own individual story. Well done year 3. We are now moving on 
to poetry. Look at home for different types of poems about the seasons.  This will help 
with this topic. 

In Maths, we are focusing on our times tables. We are concentrating on our 3, 4 and 8’s so  
practising at home would be helpful. We have been focusing on explaining our knowledge 
which will deepen our understanding. 

In science, we are still looking at light as our topic. We wanted to understand more about 
reflections. We created a plan to help us understand how mirrors work at being  
reflective, even though it can be quite hard to see the floor while using the mirror only. 

Miss Dean-Turner 

 

 



 

Year 4 

What a great few weeks it has been in Year 4! 

We have come to the end of our fantasy writing so the children have 

planned, edited and written their own fantasy story about finding and 

helping a Lost Thing. In maths we are now learning about money so the 

children have been investigating making amounts and converting pounds 

and pence, so if you pop to the shop they will be experts! 

A highlight has been our topic work as we have been combining Science 

and Geography. We learnt about compasses, then in science made our 

own compass using magnets. It was lots of fun playing follow the leader 

with our homemade compass and then we used them to navigate maps 

of Frinton On Sea. 

The children have all been working incredibly hard on learning their times 

tables and we have a lot more children on our Times Tables Window than 

we have had previously. I would like to say a big ‘Well Done’ to all of those 

who have really put in the effort to practise their times tables. Remember 

to use TTRockstars to help improve your speed. 

We have taken a class vote and have all agreed for homework to come in 

on Friday 11th of December as the children would like to have a home-

work show-and-tell week before we leave for Christmas.     Miss Guest 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Year 2 

Year 2 have had a busy fortnight of learning. We have been learning 

about 2D and 3D shapes and have become experts in finding lines of  

symmetry. In our writing, we finished our polar adventure diary entries and 

have now begun writing instructions. This week we enjoyed making 

Christingles as an experience lesson to start our unit. We will be writing our 

own instructions for how to do this and turning them into videos that we 

hope to share with you soon! As well as all of this, we have been working 

hard on our Nativity performance for you. Without giving too much away, 

we are getting more confident with our actions and are excited to get into 

costume next week! 

                                                                Mrs Darley 



 

Year 5 

We had a great RE day this week, where we investigated many different crea-

tion theories. It was really interesting listening to the children’s discussions 

about the similarities and differences about the various religions and their  

creation stories. We used the iPads to produce e-books to present our findings. 

Here is a copy of Barney’s book.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In science, we have been conducting various experiments including filtering 

and sieving to separate materials. I have attached a copy of Emily’s ebook 

detailing our latest experiment. 

 

In maths we have been continuing our  

measurement unit and in English we have just 

begun an non-chronological report about  

Emperor Penguins.  

 

Can I also take this opportunity to remind  

parents that the school’s expectation is that  

children should be reading at home at least 3-5  

 times a week. 

          Mrs Chapman  



 

Year 6 

The half-term is flying by, and we have been working extremely hard in Year 6. 

The children have produced some fantastic writing during our ‘write stuff’ ses-

sions based on The Explorer by Katherine Rundell. The children have all im-

pressed me with their eagerness to develop their use of descriptive vocabu-

lary within their writing, and we are now concentrating hard to ensure that we 

are punctuating our sentences accurately by editing and improving our own 

work. Our reading hour sessions have focused on novels such as ‘Holes’ and 

‘Swallows and Amazons’, and children have worked on the skills of inference 

and deduction.  

Our mathematics has covered the calculation of area and perimeter of 

squares, rectangles, triangles, and parallelograms, before moving on to work 

out the areas of different compound and composite shapes. Our next unit of 

learning involves fractions, decimals, and percentages, and I look forward to 

seeing how the children respond to opportunities to investigate and solve 

problems in this area of mathematics. 

We have also been learning about global warming, greenhouse gases, and 

what we can do to improve the conditions for our planet and local environ-

ments. In conjunction with this, our art and design lessons have centred on the 

British sculptor, Andy Goldsworthy, who produces work using natural materials 

and materials collected from the local environment. Having researched his 

work, the children began to gather their own resources before sculpting their 

own creations. They produced some fabulous work as the attached photo-

graphs show. 

 

Mr.M. 



 

 

YEAR 6 


